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Curbing Our Carbon Appetite Learning Outcomes

• Explain how human activities increase atmospheric 
carbon and contribute to climate change.

• Plan a carbon-friendly meal by selecting foods with low 
carbon footprints.

• Identify carbon-friendly actions that agriculture, 
business and industry, and individuals and families can 
take to reduce atmospheric carbon. 

• Identify STEM and agriculture careers that connect to 
the environment and atmospheric carbon reduction.
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1. Introduction to Atmospheric Carbon: 
The Atmosphere, Carbon Cycle, and Influencers

THINK… 
What are some reasons why Earth’s atmosphere is 
important to life? Share your ideas.
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The Atmosphere

Earth’s Atmosphere Is Important to Life!
• has gases that organisms need

O2 - oxygen    CO2 - carbon dioxide    N2 - Nitrogen
• plays a role in the water cycle

• protects organisms from harmful solar radiation

• carries sound waves, 

AND…
• keeps Earth’s surface warm enough to support life!
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The Greenhouse Effect
• Greenhouse gases - allow sunlight to enter the 

atmosphere but prevent heat from escaping
CO2 – carbon dioxide        CH4 – methane
N2O – nitrous oxide           fluorinated gases

• Greenhouse effect - warming of the atmosphere 
caused by  greenhouse gases 

WE HAVE A PROBLEM 
Human activity is increasing atmospheric greenhouse 
gases and contributing to climate change.
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Natural Processes

Photosynthesis 
Plants use carbon to 
make food

Consumption
Animals eat plants for 
food

Respiration
Plants and animals 
release carbon

Decomposition
Dead things decay 
and release carbon

Fossilization
Some carbon turns 
into fossil fuels



Human-Mediated 
Processes

Deforestation
Cutting down too 
many trees and other 
plants

Soil 
Mismanagement/
Unwise Food 
Systems
Not protecting soil    
AND wasting food

Combustion
Burning fossil fuels 
for energy
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THINK… 
What are some negative environmental 

consequences of climate change? Share your ideas.
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Climate Change Causes Problems
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Negative Consequences of Climate Change

• unpredictable weather and more frequent 
and severe storms

• sea level rise due to melting glaciers/ice 
caps and ocean water expansion

• changes in animal health, behaviors, and 
distributions

• changes in plant health, growth, and 
development

• decreased crop yields and increased 
diseases/pests
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The Solution to Climate Change!
Reducing atmospheric carbon is a global issue:         
We are all in this together!

carbon emissions – carbon released into the 
atmosphere due to human activity

carbon sequestration – long-term storage of 
carbon at or below Earth’s surface

We can reduce our carbon footprints – the amount of 
carbon added to the atmosphere as a result of human 
activity
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Agriculture: Carbon-Friendly Actions

• no-till farming – soil is minimally disturbed
• reduced fertilizer use – using targeted application
• cover crops – using plants to protect soil in winter
• biofuels – using renewable fuels
• forest and wetland protection – allowing natural 

ecosystems to sequester carbon
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Carbon Influencers
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Business and Industry: Carbon-Friendly Actions

• energy conservation – saving energy wherever 
possible

• manufacturing efficiency – reducing materials   
and energy use

• local sourcing of materials – buying local items
• low-carbon packaging – designing better  

packages
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Individuals and Families: Carbon-Friendly Practices

• turning off lights and appliances when not in use

• unplugging electronics when they are off

• planting trees

• buying locally grown foods

• walking, biking, and carpooling
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2. Atmospheric Carbon Models 
How Carbon Influences Atmospheric Temperature

Materials
• 4 clear plastic bowls with lids
• 1 digital thermometer with probes
• 1 clamp reflector lamp
• 1 incandescent light bulb, 100 Watts
• 3 Earth diagrams - Current, Decreased, and Increased Carbon
• Temperature Data Sheet (p. 2 in Participant Take-Home Booklet)

Note: For virtual teaching, we might DEMONSTRATE the models instead of 
having you build them.
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A. Build the Models: Why?
• They help us understand the greenhouse effect 

and how human activity is contributing to climate 
change.

• When we UNDERSTAND, we care MORE about 
taking action to reduce atmospheric carbon!
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2. Atmospheric Carbon Models 
How Carbon Influences Atmospheric Temperature
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A. Build the Models
Overview

• current carbon  1 bowl
• decreased carbon   1 bowl with open sides
• increased carbon  2 bowls stacked

The plastic bowls represent atmospheric carbon. 
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2. Atmospheric Carbon Models 
How Carbon Influences Atmospheric Temperature
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• Focus on Increased 
Productivity

• Soil Preservation
• Fossil Fuel Power

• Needs-Based Purchasing
• Supply Importing
• Cost Efficiency

• Disposable Purchases
• Saving Energy
• Recycling

CURRENT 
Atmospheric Carbon
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• Sustainable Farming
• Habitat Preservation
• Renewable Energy

• Energy Conservation
• Wise Resource Use
• No/Minimal Waste

• Clean Energy use
• Low-Carbon Lifestyle
• Reduction, Reuse, 

Recycling

DECREASED
Atmospheric Carbon
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• Crop Failure
• Declining Food 

Production
• Soil Degradation

• Higher Costs
• Lower Productivity
• Loss of Profits

• Financial Uncertainty
• Environmental Problems
• Quality of Life Issues

INCREASED 
Atmospheric Carbon
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2. Atmospheric Carbon Models 
How Carbon Influences Atmospheric Temperature

A. Build the Models
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CURRENT DECREASED INCREASED
atmospheric carbon atmospheric carbon                          atmospheric carbon

(one bowl)                               (one bowl with sides cut out)                    (two bowls stacked)
red shows cutouts
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2. Atmospheric Carbon Models 
How Carbon Influences Atmospheric Temperature

A. Build the Models
• Clamp the lamp to an object so the bulb 

will be 12” to 16” above the models

• Arrange the models in a triangle under 
the lamp with the bulb over the center

• Add a temperature probe to each model

• Turn on the thermometer and write the 
temperatures on the data sheet on p. 2 

• Turn on the lamp (and wait 20 min)
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Large View of What Your Models Should Look Like
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3. Carbon-friendly Lunch Challenge
How Food Choices Can Influence Atmospheric Carbon

Materials
• 1 set of 100 Food Choice Cards
• 1 Food Groups Placemat for each group of up to 3 youth
• Tips for Selecting Carbon-Friendly Foods (p.3 in Participant Take-Home Booklet)
• 1 zipper sandwich bag containing 48-50 Carbon-Friendly Food Tokens 

Note: If you are doing the Challenge virtually and don’t have tokens, you can…
(1) use coins, beads, or other objects in place of tokens OR
(2) write tally marks (+1 or -1) in the Lunch Challenge Scores chart on p.3.
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3. Carbon-friendly Lunch Challenge
How Food Choices Can Influence Atmospheric Carbon 

Pack a Lunch
• Spread out the food cards (or if virtual look 

at the food cards pdf document)

• Work to “pack a lunch” by quickly selecting 
5 cards with foods you like

• Place the cards on the food groups 
placemat (or if virtual refer to the placemat 
on the next slide) and make sure you have 
something from every food group
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• Choose 5 cards

• Something from 
every food group

• Foods from more 
than one group 
can go with any 
group that 
matches

Example: A roast beef  
and cheese sandwich 
could go with grains, 
protein, or cheese.
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3. Carbon-friendly Lunch Challenge
How Lunch Choices Can Influence Atmospheric Carbon 

Calculate Your Carbon-Friendly Lunch Score

•Start with 25 carbon-friendly tokens (5 for each food)

•Review Tips for Selecting Carbon-friendly Foods
(p. 3 and shown on the next 2 slides)
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Some Foods Are More Carbon-Friendly Than Others
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Calculate Your Carbon-Friendly Lunch Score

For each food card…
+1 token for each carbon-friendly trait

-1 token for each carbon-unfriendly trait

Do nothing for a “neutral” trait

Write your scores for each food at the  
bottom of the Tips sheet.
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Calculate Your Carbon-Friendly Lunch Score

Count your tokens OR add your 5 food scores to find your

CARBON-FRIENDLY LUNCH SCORE 

higher is better: 45=highest, 5=lowest

Write your lunch score in the table at the bottom of the Tips sheet 
on p. 2.
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Take the Carbon-Friendly Lunch          CHALLENGE!

• You are on the planning committee for an environmental 
camp. 

• You are in charge of planning a healthy, carbon-
friendly packed lunch for participants to take on a 
nature walk. 

• Think about the foods you selected the first time around 
and try to plan a MORE carbon-friendly lunch for the 
nature walk participants. 

• Once again, select 5 cards and be sure to represent every 
food group at least once. Then find your…

NEW CARBON-FRIENDLY LUNCH SCORE!
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How Did You Do?
• Compare your first and second scores:     

Were you able to pack a MORE carbon-
friendly lunch the second time?

• Which tips are the most helpful for selecting 
carbon-friendly foods?

• What are some actions your family can take 
to start eating more carbon-friendly foods and 
lower your family’s carbon footprint?
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Important Lunch Challenge Messages
Everyone can make a difference! Because 

people eat meals every day, small reductions in 
atmospheric carbon can add up over time.

Food is an exciting topic and can keep us 
interested in taking carbon-friendly action 
whenever we make food choices. 

Urban, suburban, and rural families can take 
action by making carbon-friendly food choices 
in our daily lives.
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2. Atmospheric Carbon Models (Revisited)
How Carbon Influences Atmospheric Temperature

B. Collect/Reflect on Models Data
• Write the temperatures of the models 

after 20 minutes on the data sheet

• Share your results: Did your models 
show a cooler temperature for 
decreased carbon and a warmer 
temperature for increased carbon?

• What do the models show us about 
atmospheric carbon?
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4. Carbon Influencers Line-Up Activity

Remember the Ag Innovators Experience Influencers? 
Agriculture, Business and Industry, Individuals and Families

Explore how the influencers can reduce atmospheric carbon.
• Line up side by side in an open area.
• The facilitator will read carbon action cards and                            

have you step forward or backward for correct or                                      
incorrect answers.

Note: For virtual teaching, you might use reaction icons on the 
screen instead of playing a line-up game.
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You did it! You completed the Challenge 
portion of the 4-H Ag Innovators Experience!
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5. Evaluation of the 4-H Ag Innovators Experience

The evaluation helps us continue to 
improve the Ag Innovators 
Experience activities.

Please complete the paper or 
electronic evaluation. 
THANK YOU!

See the questions on the next slide.
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The Survey Questions
• I thought it was important to work in a group to complete the Curbing Our 

Carbon Appetite Challenge.

• My teammates and I used good communication to complete the Challenge.

• After completing the Challenge, I have a better understanding of how I can 
contribute to continuing a healthy food supply.

• I am more interested in science and agriculture after participating in the 
Challenge.

• After completing the Challenge, I have a better understanding of how science 
and engineering can help solve real life problems.

5. Evaluation of the 4-H Ag Innovators Experience
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6. Continuing (Take Home) Activities

Activity 1 
Curbing Our Carbon 
Appetite Family Inventory 
Challenge
• p. 4 in the booklet
• Analyze your family’s 

carbon-friendly actions
• Make goals for trying new 

carbon-friendly actions
• Treat yourselves to 

rewards!
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6. Continuing (Take Home) Activities 

Activity 2 
Curbing Our Carbon 
Appetite Board Game
• p. 10 in the booklet
• Play a fun board game 

based on the carbon 
action cards

• Learn more about how 
the carbon influencers 
can reduce atmospheric 
carbon!
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6. Continuing (Take Home) Activities

Activity 3 
Curbing Our Carbon Appetite Community 
Service Challenge
• p. 9 in the booklet

• Challenge yourselves to complete 
community service projects that help others 
AND reduce atmospheric carbon!
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Link to Youth Survey

• We will place the link to the survey in the chat box.

• As a thank you for your participation and to encourage you to 
continue making carbon-friendly lunch choices, you will receive 
a special Curbing Our Carbon Appetite reusable lunch bag!
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